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Loop yarn wreath pattern

I am so excited to share with you my favorite yarn DIY to date, this beautiful Yarn Wreath with Bernat Blanket EC yarn from JOANN! There's a new yarn on the block and I have a feeling you'll see a lot of DIY and patterns using it during the upcoming season - it's a new knitting yarn without a needle that's so versatile. I'll tell you more about it below! DIY Let's talk about home décor. I haven't crocheted much
for my home this year, but when autumn approaches, I want to cover the yarn house! That's why when I saw this new loop-style yarn I knew I had to do something for home. Instead of knitting with this yarn without a needle as imagined (which is so much fun, let me tell you!) I wanted to use the texture of the yarn itself to create a SKILLS-free DIY. If you are skilled enough to handle a hot glue gun and avoid
being burned, you can make this wreath. I always think of my sister when I'm DIY this way. She loves craft, but has no time or energy to devote years perfecting a skill like crocheting or knitting. She needs her to be done in an instant and looks great, so this is the perfect project for her! I love projects like this. It's cheap, it looks great forever and it's a fun mindless project that takes about half an hour to
complete. What could be better than that?! JOANN COLLAB PROJECTS I LOVE (And You Should) 1. Crochet Lil Denim Cardi / 2. DIY Pom Pom Earrings / 3. Crocheted pucker sweater Yarn Bernat Blanket EZ yarn is a whole new innovation - it's a yarn that comes with pre-made loops that make knitting (or learning to knit) faster and easier than it's ever been before! I know how to knit and enjoy it, but
using this loop-style yarn jumps the pins and comes down to work. I think this yarn would be great for teaching kids or new crafters to knit! It's a beautiful springboard between basic crafting and intricate knitting. People can learn how loops and seams come together to make classic braids and purls without learning to hold pins, throw themselves and jump out at the same time. A lot of first-time yarnies get
overwhelmed at first and it's a wonderful product to combat! Bernat Blanket EZ is also super soft and sleaze. It has the same feel as the classic Bernat Blanket Yarn that we all know and love. It's soft, chenille-like and has a great texture – that's why I love this yarn for a simple DIY like our wreath loop here! Using this yarn as predicted is also super fun and you can learn more about knitting with this yarn
here. All the texture this wreath needs is embedded straight into the yarn – all you have to do is wrap and paste. So easy! Watch out here on the blog for some more fun tutorials using this yarn and others like it coming to market soon! TUTORIAL I have loads of photos that will help you through this tutorial below, do not forget to PIN this project for later HERE! Materials: –Bernat Alize Blanket EC Yarn
(Weight: 7/Jumbo – 6.4oz, 18 Colors in the picture: picture: Blue, cream and denim – hot glue gun –12 Styrofoam cornice shapes (16 will require 2 skeins of yarn) – Home Decor Accents from JOANN (try small signs, fabric pumpkins, dried floral patterns and other small light accents) Instructions:Heat the glue gun and find the end of your Blanket EZ yarn. Apply a penny-sized daba of hot glue to a Styrofoam
wreath and push the yarn into place. Wrap the yarn around the shape of a wreath bringing skein through the wreath and around the outside. Try to keep the loops fluffed out and string style base against the shape of the cornice. Continue to wrap the yarn around and around the entire shape of the cornice. Keep the wrappers close together and add a daba of hot glue every 5 wrappers. You can also wait for
the hot glue to finish if you want to adjust how close your wraps are. Accessorize your loops wreath with home décor accents from JOANN! I grabbed some dry floral elements and a wooden home sign from the home décor section of my local JOANN store to accentuate my country blue colored wreath. Dab on a lump of hot glue on the back line of dry flowers and put on a wreath. Plush and hold for about a
minute to set up. Hang a wooden sign behind a wreath on a wreath hanger and love your DIY décor all year round! I repeated this same process with cream blanket-EC yarn and hot glued to sweet gingham pumpkins, also from the home décor section joann! Earning a living with my handmade home If you love crocheting and knitting, you should consider starting a blog! I'm going to help you start turning
your hobby into a money-making career with my free Guide Start a Blog. Or you can check my latest revenue report to see how this blog made more than $10,000 last month! This free sample is a simple DIY project to do a red &amp; white Loop Yarn Wreath with a grinch green tip on the front. When I had shoulder pain recently, I couldn't move my arm comfortably . It was painful and I couldn't crochet,
unfortunately. But I realized that I could work with some big yarn that didn't require a lot of movement. The loop yarn was perfect for that. In fact, I've been wanting to make a hanging wreath for a while now and I need the perfect idea. As I watched my different loop-colored yarn and my white unsealed wreath, I saw my Christmas tree where my circular sugar trail decoration tweaked my interest. Just at that
moment, television was planning a commercial for the Grinch film. It was the perfect combination. Red and white wreath yarn with a green front tort. Perhaps you asked why you didn't choose Christmas green for onions? Let me tell you! It's a simple and not very satisfactory explanation. There doesn't seem to be a dark or Christmas green color yarn in the U.S. I wish there was. So, I used what I had and
made the bow light green that reminds me of the Grinch. Let's talk about the project itself. Is it or easy? It's super easy! Really. You don't even need to know how or knit. Simply make long chains of yarn loops, as well as a rectangle to create a bow. Then you put it all together. It's that simple. So let me start and tell you what you're going to need to crochet this amazing Loop Yarn wreath. How to make a
wreath from yarn loops with onion materials: Final size: 13 inches diameter Instructions: Wreath To make a wreath, you will first need to create a long chain using yarn loops. So pick up one color and pull one loop through the next loop, and then that one through the next loop until you have about 20 feet long chain. Then create a second 20-foot chain with a different color. After that hot glue 2 chains right
next to the other on the wreath, and then begin to wrap the chain around the cornice. I'm not hot glue every part, I just glued the beginning and end of the wreath to keep it all in place. Then I created 2 more chains, each in one of the only colors used, which are 12 inches long. I twisted 2 chains, then hot glued both ends together and glued it to one side of the wreath. This created a loop so that they could
hang a wreath on the hanger. Bow In order to create an arch, I simply made it a rectangle with a green yarn using a loop of yarn. Count 60 loops, then create a total of 3 rows, plus one row of fastening. If you do not know how to use yarn loops to create a rectangle, watch my video tutorial for Loop Yarn Scarf where I teach you how to do it. Then make a small chain that is about 6 inches long, using the
same color. Then fold the rectangle to make it look like an arch and use a small 6-inch chain to create a bow. If you've never done an arc like this before, check out my video tutorial here that teaches you how to make an arc (not with a loop of yarn). Finally, hot glue bow on the front, opposite side where you added a loop for the hanger. Breaking point: What to do with a wreath of yarn loops? Now, if you
made loop yarn wreath, you can do a lot of things with it. You can easily use it for yourself as a décor. Of course, you can give it to a special someone. I'm pretty sure anyone would like a wreath like this during the Christmas season. And in my opinion, it also makes a great craft show piece that you can sell (not selling a sample). I'm pretty sure a lot of people are going to like that. The amazing thing about
this wreath is that you can simply turn off the colors and it automatically changes the theme of the wreath. I see it turned into a Valentine's wreath, or a wreath on The 4th. And don't forget about the seasons. Add a little extra décor and make a wreath for any of the four seasons. I hope you love this pattern as much as I do. If you love this pattern and technique, use the social media sharing buttons above or
below and share this pattern link with the world and your friends. In this way, you will easily recreate it when you need it, and you will also provide the world and friends with the ability to acquire additional knowledge of crocheting. And on top of that, you're helping me because it allows me to create more content that you already love and want to see more of - free crochet patterns and tutorials. So thank you
for sharing. Also, I often share many more free samples of crochet and tutorials in my Newsletter. Just to sign up, I'll send you a free e-book. If you're interested, sign up below. I'm pretty sure you'll enjoy my newsletter and support group on Facebook. Look what Angela, from my crochet group, said: ... Just today I spoke to a friend and mentioned this group to her because it's emotionally difficult for her. I
told her she had to join in to learn some cool crochet techniques and be busy. You're my first go-to group. Not only do you have some amazing ideas... But that's you as a person I can relate to. You're kind, you're generous, and you probably take things to heart more than you should (and I do it lol)... But you're awesome! ... ...
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